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Established in 1945, AMOREPACIFIC Group is Korea’s No.1 beauty
corporation, dedicated to presenting its unique concept of beauty –
namely ‘Asian Beauty’ – to the world. As the Asian Beauty Creator,
AMOREPACIFIC Group is devoted to meeting the various lifestyles
and needs of global consumers around the world.

AMOREPACIFIC ღܻ 1945 ԑഺҳȂᗺ

In 2002, AMOREPACIFIC Hong Kong (APHK) introduced the
¿UVW .RUHDQ EHDXW\ EUDQG /$1(,*( LQ +RQJ .RQJ ,WV H[SHUWLVH
in water hydration science has driven the brand's appeal with the
youth market and leading the K-Beauty (Korean Beauty) trend.
The sound start of LANEIGE has built a solid foundation for
the launch of Sulwhasoo in 2004. Featuring Korean traditional
herbal philosophy, Sulwhasoo has gained a solid reputation in
the high-end segment. In 2014, the eponymous luxury brand,
AMOREPACIFIC, made its market debut and has won tremendous
acclaim with its incorporation of precious Asian botanicals and
cutting edge technology. Early this year in 2015, ETUDE HOUSE
has come under the support of APHK, marking APHK’s fourth
brand with unique fast cosmetic business model, and playful and
engaging customer experience.

AMOREPACIFIC Hong Kong ( ᙏᆎȶAPHKȷ)

No.1 ៖ጳϽַࠢღȂިࡻ݂ڏጂڼٺޟȈ
ᐿΙฒΠޟȶAsian BeautyȷᇄжࣨϷٴȂհ࣏
ȶAsian Beauty CreatorȷȂAMOREPACIFIC 
ღमΨᅖٗӒ౨ࡊӻϯϽޟҡࣀࠢڨЅሯؑȄ

 ӑ ܻ 2002 ԑ Е Σ ॷ ෫ ॶ এ ᗺ  ៖ ጳ Ͻ ַ ࠢ
ถ LANEIGEȂо຺ޟڟ၄ᕆЅᓺ፴ࠢк
҈ԑሆѿൟȂиሴᏲ K-Beauty ᗺԒछৠዘࢺȄ
LANEIGE ޟԙђȂ࣏ 2004 ԑ Sulwhasoo ഡ߆
໌ؾॖॷ෫൨ۡΟيԁޟஅᙃȄആႆᗺП༈ಛ
૩ޟᏰȂSulwhasoo ഡ߆ؾԙђᛧլଽᆒѿ
ൟΙৰ՝Ȅӵ 2014 ԑȂᇄღӣӪޟഥࠢถ
AMOREPACIFICȂоິقԤࢸٳޟ૩ҏᒊོ
ഥԌऋंȂᆡܹܻॷ෫ྃጝ៖ጳᇆѮ , ਢ
ϐᏯு࠲ϛᢚៗȄЅࡣܻ 2015 ԑߑȂAPHK
ۖӒΨЛධღѪΙࠢถ ETUDE HOUSE
ӵॷ෫ีޟȂоᐿ੫ޟଽਝᕊԒȂ࣏ࡊ
ளࢌߧپȃࣀዑཱིޟڨޖᡝᡛȄ

APHK currently operates and supports a total of 51 retail and service
points, including retail stores, counters, beauty lounges and spas,
for the four brands in Hong Kong and Macau. It continues to grow,
thanks to the unwavering commitment of APHK employees to the
mission of ‘Beautify the World’.

ᗺПछᕛϛЖЅЫᕛϛЖȄϴѧுоࡻ៉ऽֵԙ

Leadership

ᄴዲ˗

Every employee plays a vital role in our success. Our ‘Inverted
Pyramid’ service structure positions customers at the top, followed by
frontline staff; while senior management at the bottom supports and
serves the people they lead.

APHK ؐΙ՝ԙষӵרঈᗚөԙђၯഊΰᅋ

This structure is underpinned by a business model rooted in
sustainability, which fosters consistency and passion across our
organization by adhering to a ‘Purpose Driven’, ‘Principle-based’ and
‘People-oriented’ philosophy. Our purpose is to serve our customers,
our colleagues and the community; our operations are aligned with
timeless principles to ensure long-term effective growth, and; our

ᆍᆓ౩࢜ᄺΝҥרঈΙএџࡻ៉ีޟᕊၼ

ҬࠉȂAPHK ᕊၼЅЛධѲএࠢถܻॷ෫Ѕᐬߞ
ӓ 51 এႭ୵Ѕ݈ᘈȂѓࢂடߞ۹ȃԻೲடᘣȃ
ߝȂԤᒦӒᡝষώӻԑۡپϚಋӴӣЖᄂ፺
ȶଚжࣨӻΙϷछȷڼٺޟȄ

१ौُޟՓȂרঈᄂ፺ޟȶইέُȷ݈࢜ᄺ
ࡊညܻശഥഋȂϞήࠉጣষώȂശଽᆓ౩
ቹࠌܻശήΙቹȂӒ७Лධ݈ڷӨഋߞȄ

ԒுоᎯھȂ൷ႆȶҬ࣏ۖޟȷȃȶনࠌ
࣏அȷڷȶоΡ࣏ҏȷޟ౩܈ȂೱऎΟᐠᄺޟΙ
ᡝܒᇄዥףȂΰήΙЖׇԙڼٺȄ רঈശσȶҬ
ޟȷȂ݈רঈࡊޟȃӣٱЅޥୢȇרঈޟ
ᕊၼоۡ౩ȶনࠌȷ࣏அᙃȂᄂ౪ߝଽਝޟቨ
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holistic support to nurture our people for both professional and
personal development, which can synergize with our business growth.

ߝȇӣਢһоӒ७ၥྛৈஉىΡϗȂᡱтঈϚ
፣ӵடཾЅএΡԙߝΰுڗശᎌϸีޟȂо
मၭཾߝޟሉቨߝҡڞӣհҢȄ

Such a unique workforce culture and CSR mindset are cultivated
by an equally exceptional approach: our colleagues embark on an
RULHQWDWLRQ SURJUDP ZH FDOO ([WUDRUGLQDU\ -RXUQH\ IRU WKH ¿UVW WZR
days since commencement, where they learn how beautifying lives is
at the heart of all we do.

ӣٱᡝ౪Ԫᐿ੫ޟώհМϽЅೱᄕӌཾོޥ
ӈޟᆠડȂܻ֯ۖΙৈྃϚҁγޟΣᙛۡөᡝ
ᡛȈষώёΣ APHK σড়৳ڍॶޟЈȂོ߯င
ᐣΙএȶߨγᡝᡛϞਡȷȂంีσড়݂ҩώհޟ
ਯЖ݈тΡȂଚжࣨӻΙϷछȄ

6WUDWHJLF 3ODQQLQJ
ൊୱؒ࿒

Thorough communication between staff and management is vital and
crucial in APHK. Transparency empowers employees to be involved
in steering the course and direction of the business.
All organizational goals and strategies are integrated under our
Wildly Important Goal (WIG) system, an international master
management and monitoring platform which helps employees focus
on the overarching vision while striving daily to achieve brand-level
objectives. This master system comprises a series of smaller modules
that help departments generate action plans on weekly basis to deliver
big picture outcomes.
&XVWRPHU )RFXV

רঈࣺ߬ষώᇄᆓ౩ቹ࡚ҳيԁฒྜޟՍ࣏
१ौȂӰԪϴѧΨඪଽആ݂࡙Ȃᡱষώᑖྃ
ᇄڙॏཾПөᇄ๊ȂࡦኄઉȂတ๊တΨȂ
ӣਢඪЀтঈޟΣཐȄ
௴Ңሬܒᆓ౩ЅᅿกҁѮ Wildly Important
Goal (WIG) فಛಛᝰӨҬЅี๊Ȃх
ষώРலӵଡؑܚ឴ࠢถࡾޟӣਢȂһџӒ७
ᜰݧӌཾᖂᡝีҬȄفಛ๖ӫΟΙفӖω
ϯȂӨഋߞџᙤԪഺ࡚Ϛӣ໊ؐޟଢ଼σᆪȂ
ՄࡹӫԙᢎཾޟีᙢყȄ
̘݊ഐᔈ

Our dedicated Marketing and Customer Relationship Management
(CRM) teams are charged with formulating focused campaigns to
engage and build long-term relationships with customers. Among
their resources is a predictive analytic tool developed by APHK in
collaboration with the Chinese University of Hong Kong and IBM,
which provides visibility across the Customer Management Cycle
by understanding customer purchase behavior. In keeping pace with
the digital age, we also use social media to study and respond to
customers’ needs and aspirations.

רঈޟѿᕊЅࡊᜰ߽ᆓ౩ღடڙॏ
ڷ௰१ᘈࣀଢ଼Ȃᇄࡊ࡚ҳڷᆰᛮߝሉᜰ߽Ȅ
Ԟԑᇄॷ෫ϛМσᏰЅ IBM ឹЙंีޟϷݙЅ
ႱกᔖҢПਰȂΣΟ၌ࡊޟੑາԒȂх
ࡊᆓ౩໊ܻܾඡණȄᆧຮኵጆϽਢф؏
ӃȂרঈӣਢցҢޥҺ൬ᡝΟ၌ڷӱᔖࡊວ
ؑȄ
ആ ႆ ೱ ᄕ ᄂ   רঈ  ޟ3R ন ࠌ – ᑖ ྃ ӱ ᔖ

We apply our ‘3-R’ principles - Responsive, Responsible and Reengage – to achieve customer satisfaction and service excellence.
This framework includes the pledge to address customer queries
within the same day, as well as measures to empower frontline staff
to resolve complaints on the spot, and to channel feedback to the
relevant departments to facilitate product development and ongoing
improvement initiatives.
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(Responsive)ȃܛᐊӈ (Responsible) Ѕ१ཱིᆰ
ᛮ (Re-engage)ȂоႀՍᅖٗࡊЅູ݈ڟޟҬ
ȄӵԪ࢜ήȂרঈܛᒛ։Рӱ᙭ࡊࢥၚȃ
௲᠌ࠉጣষώ։ൟ౩ວЅԤਝൢՍࣺᜰഋ
ߞȂհюᎌ࿋ၭ໌ȂඪټϚᘞᆠઉؑᆠޟࠢЅ
݈Ȅ
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Measurement, Analysis and Knowledge Management

ඟѥă˷ַٙڣᘋ႓୩!

Frequent monitoring of our performance keeps us on track to
achieving our goals. Each department shares their annual calendar
with rolling three-month updates to ensure harmonious alignment
of organizational strategies. They are also provided with a weekly
picture of progress so they can stay on top of things at a glance.
Long-term organizational goals and brand business objectives for the
year are translated into executable action plans for all departments.

רঈᎌਢᅿᄆཾߒ౪Ȃጂ߳Ҭுоᄂ፺Ȅϴ
ѧӨഋߞۡᔮଆڏཱིڷԑ࡙ЅҐپέএТϞ
ॎგȂоጂ߳ӌཾϱഋ๊ڷଢ଼ڞޟ፡Ȅؐٮ
໊Ұ໌࡙ȂП߯ඡණȂΙҬΟณȄ࢈ԪȂϴѧ
ཾߝޟПବЅࠢถᕊၼҬுоဣᄂ࣏Өഋ
ߞޟஈПਰȄ
ଶଡᙹ୵ቨߝȃ௰ኄࣀଢ଼ԙਝ้ࡾȂӨ

Besides tracking financial elements such as sales growth and
marketing campaign performance, we assess our performance in
other areas through a comprehensive set of departmental indicators
to ensure healthy and balanced development of the business and the
organization.

ഋߞһԤΙৈӒ७ޟก໔ࡾȂຟեϚӣጒᛟޟ

:RUNIRUFH )RFXV

Organizational need and PassionȟޟΡϗี྅

ߒ౪Ȃоጂ߳ཾЅಢᙑԤஶȃҁᒋีޟȄ
ˎѰഐᔈ
 רঈ  ޟᕼ ਝ ᆓ ౩  فಛ  TOPȞTalent,
܈Ӓ७ีථȂԟӵޣΡӈȂ࣏ؐ՝ষώӵȶߝ

To put the right people in the right jobs, our Performance
Management System utilizes the ‘TOP’ model to place each employee
at the intersection of ‘Talent’, ‘Organizational need’ and ‘Passion’.
This is where our people are at their best. As they evolve, we keep
them in that sweet spot through a biannual performance evaluation
that ensures existing staff competencies meet current needs.

੫፴ȷȃȶӌཾሯौȷЅȶᑹ፸ዥϵȷέП७
ϛײюҺ༘ᘈȂᡱтঈџӵώհர՝ΰᅾܚ
ߝȄՄؐԑڍԩޟώհߒ౪ຟեȂџல߳ষώ
Ψશ፴ᎌϸϴѧሯौȄ
Ιড়оΡ࣏ҏޟϴѧᇄষώΙଔऽֵԙߝȄרঈ
ޟষώีຟեȂώհߒ౪ࡸࡾႀԙȃΨ

A people-oriented company grows when its people thrive. Our
employee development KPI measure both quantitative and qualitative
aspects of employee performance, and are designed to help all staff
work in ways that put our corporate values and guiding principles
from The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People into action every day.
For reward and promotion, the solid delivery of “People”, “Result”
and “Service” is assessed to ensure a balanced development amongst
our staff, and to uphold and sustain vision, mission and value along
WKH JURZWK RI RUJDQL]DWLRQ :H DOVR RIIHU EURDG DQG GLYHUVL¿HG FDUHHU
prospects via action learning, job enrichment and job rotations across
stores and departments to broaden employees’ exposure, enhance their
capabilities, and help them realize their career aspirations.

શ፴ڍП७໌ຟեȂڏ೩ॎԤօষώࣀюӌཾ
ᆠડڷቋᢎȂٮᄂ፺ȶଽਝΡρޟΜএಬᄛȷ
ޟনࠌȄዩᓾᇄਣЀП७ȂࠌඉȶᐙΡȃཾᕼȃ
݈ȷհຟեȂоጂ߳Ρٱு֯ڗᒋีޟȂ
ශȃڷڼٺቋᢎӵӌཾีޟϛுо༈ܛȄϴ
ѧһ࣏ষώⲵ೩ኄݿӻϯࠉཾٱޟഊȂႆଢ଼
Ᏸಬȃငᡛቨዜȃ۹ⲵЅഋߞޟϣᡝᡛ้Ȃ
оܥᗯষώຜഏȂඪЀώհΨȂڞօтঈᄂ፺
॒ܲȄ
ᑊོഐᔈ
APHK о WeAmoreȂΙএᛧȃᙏܾ߯Ңޟϱ

2SHUDWLRQV )RFXV

ഋᆩفಛЛධРலᕊၼȂ࣏ষώඪټΙમԒҁ
ѮȂӻђܻΙ٘ȂѓࢂՌᏰຜᓜȃҧȃ

The Company is supported by WeAmore, a robust, user-friendly
intranet which consolidates a host of functions in one spot, including

፞แൢЅষώᗊސҧ้ȄষώᓍਢᓍӴᘲ
។ӨП७ၥଉȂԃྥᕊၼЙыȂ၏ᅾӖ݂ϴѧ
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self-learning videos, leave applications, course enrollment, staff
purchases etc., at any time. Detailed standard operations manual is
DOVR DYDLODEOH WR IDFLOLWDWH VWDQGDUGL]HG ZRUNÀRZV DQG SURFHVVHV DV
well as to ensure compliance with corporate guidelines.

ࢋۡᕊၼྥࠌЅώհࢺแȂоጂ߳Рலၼհಒӫ
ӌཾԈࠌȄ
ႫυϽПਰԤօϴѧ࡚ҳฒાώհȂඪЀᕊ
ၼਝϞᎷȂџ߳៖ᕗცȄרঈ౪ϐኄݿᔖ

Web based solutions are utilized to support a paperless work approach
WR UDLVH RSHUDWLRQDO HI¿FLHQF\ DQG SURWHFW WKH HQYLURQPHQW (OHFWURQLF
materials and platforms are broadly used for meetings, surveys to
collect feedback, various assessments and communications between
IURQWOLQH DQG EDFN RI¿FH :H VHUYH WKH SODQHW DW WKH VDPH WLPH DV ZH
serve others.

ҢϚӣޟႫυ೩രЅҁѮȂ໌Рலོޟដȃ

Results

ϐ࢈ᆓ౩ᏰσৱѬအ߇ Ȇ ࢠᆰ (Stephen Covey)

ཎَԝȃӨຟਯȂоЅࠉጣᇄᒲϴࡉϞ
ޟଉ้Ȅרঈᇯ࣏Ȃ݈тΡޟӣਢȂζौ
Ԉ៖Ӵ౨Ȅ
ᑼ

ෆᇳȈȶ࿋רঈஉԁਲ਼அȂོ߯ᅚᅚَࣼԙ

“As we cultivate the roots, we will begin to see the fruits,” said
Stephen Covey. As we strive for excellence in serving customers,
supporting our staffs, collaborating with business partners and
contributing to the community, we have seen tremendous progress
in delivering strong business performance, customer retention and
satisfaction in Hong Kong. Internally, we are also delighted to see
continuous development of our staff’s capability and high level of job
IXO¿OOPHQW

ݎȄȷ࿋רঈमΨӒЖӒཎ݈ࡊȃষώȂ
ᇄҿբΨӫհȂଓᝦޥୢȇᅚᅚרঈَࣼཾᕼ
ֵቨߝȃ܆ၖࡊޟኵ໔Ѕࡊᅖཎ࡙Ϛᘞඪ
Ѐ้ູڟԙݎȂӣਢһَষώΨશ፴Ѕώհ
ᅖٗཐһࡻ៉ඪЀȄ
հ࣏Е໌ᗺ៖ጳࠢถޟӑȂAPHK ႆў̈ԑ
ӵॷ෫ѿൟޟԙђȂ௰ଢ଼Οᗺछַዘࢺ , ٮӵ
ࠢЅᆓ౩ഺཱིΰᄇཾࣨհюଓᝦȄרঈܛᒛོ

The success of APHK for the past decade contributed to the uprise of
Korean cosmetics and skincare as one of the top players in the Hong
Kong community, introducing product and management innovations
to the industry. We will continue to commit our best effort in striving
for quality management.
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